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We make SAP® solutions happen!
SAP End-to-End, only from T-Systems
As one of the world's leading digital service providers for SAP® end-to-end solutions and services,
T-Systems helps enterprises grow in global markets by enhancing the reliability of the entire value
chain of the SAP® lifecycle while increasing flexibility.

T-Systems offers integrated solutions for business customers and provides scalable SAP® end-to-end
solutions featuring one-stop shopping: from the secure operation of legacy systems and classical IT
and Telecommunications services to the transition to cloud-based services and SAP S/4HANA®, and
from needs-based infrastructure, platforms, and software to new business models and innovation
projects on the Internet of Things.
T-Systems can provide all these thanks to its global reach in fixed-network and mobile
communications, its highly secure data centers, a comprehensive cloud ecosystem built around
standardized platforms and global partnerships, and the ability to offer top levels of security.

The three-way relationship between the clients, SAP SE and T-Systems is characterized by
outstanding efficiency, thanks to close collaboration and the seamless alignment of services,
backed by standardized transformation methodologies and scalable and secure infrastructure.

This guide presents the SAP® certifications T-Systems has acquired, what they mean,
and what advantages they offer.
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We make SAP® solutions happen!
SAP End-to-End, only from T-Systems

“

T-Systems has been one of the long-standing partners in the
Outsourcing Partner Certification Program. Not only have
they been part of the program for 15 years, but they have also
been in the forefront of adapting our offerings being the first
global provider to be certified on all 7 available SAP
certifications for Outsourcing Providers. I would like to thank
T-Systems for the trust in the program and look forward to
continued collaboration with them.
Prasad B. Nandagopal
SVP, SAP
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Make your digital E2E transformation happen with
SAP® solutions provided by T-Systems
Our experts accompany the customers safely into the future by combining T-Systems‘ infrastructural power with their unbeatable passion.
End-to-End Competence

Strategic SAP partner

Comprehensive End-to-End transformation with
integrated SAP/Non-SAP solutions featuring onestop shopping, covering business processes,
services, applications & infrastructure

Together with SAP we lay the technical
foundation, helping countries to get their
economies back on track with seamless and
optimized process-management

World’s largest SAP
Hosting Provider

Flexible solutions for clients needs

Managed SAP services from any
cloud, with flexible and GDPR
compliant hyperscaler integration

Private
Public

Hybrid
Multi

Experience seamless transition, zero downtime and
uninterrupted daily operations while moving to SAP
S/4HANA with SAP certified transformation methodologies.
Proved by over 1,000 SAP projects yearly

Magenta Security
Comprehensive security solutions for industrial networks, which goes beyond SAP
applications and secure your cloud native adoption with IOT, ML, AI, Blockchain
T-Systems SAP Gallery
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A complete digital core sandbox with
End-to-End SAP® solutions from T-Systems
Managed Cloud Services

SAP AMM Services

• Proven Managed Services to ensure higher levels
of business performance and sustainability
• Focus on multi & hybrid cloud scenarios –
one stop shop for e2e coverage & orchestration
• Our heritage for decades

• Application and user layer managed
by T-Systems
• Combine AO and AMM – proven service
with clear synergies
• DevOps Services
Managed Cloud
Services

SAP AMM
Services

Cloud Migration

SAP S/4HANA Transformation

• Rapid, secure & effective migration
of SAP workloads to cloud
• Proven service - our core business especially
for SAP HANA in the last decade
• ONE TSI cloud approach & SAP specifics
in TSI Cloud Migration Framework (CMF)

• Accelerated transformation to SAP’s
Digital Core, Greenfield/Brownfield & Bluefield™
• Process analysis and automation with
SAP Business Process Intelligence (BPI) and
our partner SNP
• Fast adoption & execution via packages

Business & Cloud Transformation Advisory
• Trusted advisor for both SAP business
& cloud transformation
• SAP focused cloud & transformation strategy
across the T-Systems portfolio
• Compelling methodology and clear statement
of work also covering SAP RISE
T-Systems SAP Gallery

Cloud
Migration

SAP S/4HANA
Transformation

Business & Cloud
Transformation
Advisory

Digital
Innovation

Sustainability Enabler

Digital Innovation
• Next Gen digital services for SAP & non-SAP:
AI, machine learning, Blockchain, IoT
• Optimize sustainability with SAP and T-Systems
• Make the most out of SAP Business Technology
Platform (SAP BTP) and hyperscaler
microservices/software stack(s)
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We are aware of our responsibility and trusted advisor who
assists you in every phase of the transformation
T-Systems is the first and only provider in the world to have such a broad spectrum of global certificates.
The sum of all certifications represents a unique selling point.

Application

Platform
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SAP Global Outsourcing Certifications
▪

SAP Global Outsourcing Certificates expire 2 years after the certification

▪

All relevant services have been audited by SAP in February and March 2022 in several countries: BR, DE, IB, IN, MX, SGP, US

▪

28 local and 7 Global SAP certifications have been achieved

▪

All audits were completed successfully

▪

List of SAP Certified Partners: https://www.sap.com/dmc/exp/2018_Partner_Guide/#/partners

in Global BTP Services
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We are aware of our responsibility
And trusted advisor who assists you in every phase of the transformation
SAP Global
Platinum Reseller

One of the largest SAP Hosting Provider
worldwide: More than 1.300 TB HANA
databases for our customers

2020 EMEA North
SAP Partner Excellence Award

Providing SAP services to over
600 clients around the globe

Co-Development with SAP:
Corona Warn App,
Digital Vaccination Certificate

Managing >10.000 SAP instances globally

Co-Innovation with SAP : GAIA-X & Catena-X
BMW, Bosch, DT, SAP, Siemens, Daimler,
& ZF Friedrichshafen

250+ S/4HANA certified experts
3rd in MEE, 4th in LATAM
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SAP Partner
Excellence Award
“Service Partner
of the Year 2020”
Region SAP Nord
EMEA

Major strategic partnerships
for SAP on Multi-Cloud:
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SAP global service partner
As a global strategic service partner of SAP
and a leading global consulting company,
T-Systems works with SAP to provide
clients with a wide range of world-class
business consulting and solution
implementation services to support SAP
technology.
SAP Global Partnership encompasses
all countries, continents, industries,
technologies and users.
Certification as an SAP Global Partner is
one of the highest forms of recognition that
SAP can bestow upon a partner. As global
partners T-Systems work closely with SAP
AG, both on the development of solutions
and the realization of common business
objectives, clients reap a host of benefits.
For example, they have better and closer
contact with SAP AG, and they have access
to the latest and best solutions and
methodologies. In a nutshell, they get the
most out of their SAP applications.
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Solution Distribution
T-Systems works as a reliable consultant and has good knowledge of business needs. TSystems identifies the best SAP solutions for clients’ business challenges and selects
the delivery model that best fits their requirements, ensuring that clients receive the
greatest possible business value from investments in SAP software when new
requirements arise.

Development of Solutions
T-Systems develops solutions, based on the latest SAP platforms. In doing so, cloud
solutions, mobile computing, and the Internet of Things are linked together and drive
enterprises forward in the digital economy. T-Systems is continuously expanding
technology and its functionalities, thereby increasing its performance and relevance for
clients. Individual requirements regarding SAP solutions from a diverse range of
companies are considered. As a result, that clients can explore innovative ways to
manage and expand their business.

Consulting Services
As a service partner, T-Systems plans, develops and implements integrated SAP
solutions and realizes the best possible results for companies.

Hosting Solutions
As a long-term SAP partner and the biggest SAP hosting provider in the world, T-Systems
is in a unique position to offer concrete advice and solutions about how to stay on top of
your business and adopt an operating model that will ensure your business continuity.
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SAP partner edge-platinum-partner
SAP Platinum Partners are global companies
with which SAP has strategic partnerships.
SAP provider cannot apply for a platinum
partnership. It must be awarded by SAP. The
award is given after a business case has been
reviewed and approved by the SAP Executive
Board.
When clients work with a platinum partner, it
means they are working with one of SAPʼs
largest and most trusted partners.
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SAP® certified in global hosting operations
The data centers operated by T-Systems comply with the standards and
criteria required by SAP AG. Defined operating processes, security
standards, monitoring and reporting tools are guaranteed.
Only partners who are involved in complex or very specific hosting or
outsourcing projects with SAP software and technology receive the
certificate.
T-Systems offers industrialized operation of complex SAP landscapes for
globally operating companies in all industries from the private, hybrid and
public cloud. Customers benefit from the highest level of SAP expertise.

Automatic capacity provisioning in the cloud leads to
significantly lower operating costs than is possible with
an on-premise model.
T-Systems SAP Gallery
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SAP® certified in global SAP HANA® operations
With T-Systems, enterprises can create and implement a digitization
strategy based on SAP HANA®. This enables organizations to tap into
countless innovation potentials such as cloud, Internet of Things (IoT), Big
Data, real-time analytics, mobility and much more.
With the switch to SAP HANA companies digitize their value chain and
make business processes more flexible to continue to be successful in the
market tomorrow.
T-Systems offers standardized, industrialized, integrated solutions.
Companies can easily get started with SAP HANA® technologies and, for
example, use SAP HANA® development environments from a hybrid cloud.
With all the advantages of the cloud, e.g. the use of infra-structures without
in-house operation and only with use-based costs.

With T-Systemsʼ multi-cloud services, customers can try out
SAP HANA without risk.
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SAP® certified in global cloud and infrastructure operations
Extended hosting certification for SAP applications that are operated
externally in a virtualized manner for companies.
SAP has confirmed, that T-Systems has achieved an exceptionally high
level of maturity in terms of security, standardization and automation of
operating models, as well as operational integration between cloud
services and SAP applications.
For customers, this benefits the provisioning of SAP solutions on different
hybrid cloud platforms. In addition, possible critical system conditions and
bottlenecks are detected more quickly, and, in the event of an error, a
restart is considerably accelerated.
The certifications in this category were awarded the highest level
of “Excellent” by the SAP auditors.

Thanks to the proactive and automated modification of systems,
customer benefits from highest quality and zero outage.
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SAP® certified in global SAP business suite solutions operations
The SAP Business Suite Solutions Operations certification
focuses on application management, in particular maintenance, daily
operations, and ongoing functional support for business applications for
SAP Business Suite.
For SAP users, this creates a powerful basis for scaling and configuring
applications according to individual requirements.
Application Management Services from T-Systems ensure that every
company can make exactly the adjustments at application level, that are
necessary for the successful use of SAP applications.

Thanks to T-Systemsʼ globally available expertise, SAP users
all over the world can realize maximum process reliability and
maximum efficiency for their application landscapes.
T-Systems SAP Gallery
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SAP® certified in global SAP S/4HANA solutions operations
The SAP S/4HANA Solutions Operations certification focuses on
application management, in particular management of solutions, running
on the SAP HANA platform including maintenance, daily operations, and
ongoing functional support for SAP S/4HANA.
For SAP users, this creates a powerful basis for scaling and configuring
applications according to individual requirements.
Application Management Services from T-Systems ensure that every
company can make exactly the adjustments at application level, that are
necessary for the successful use of SAP applications.

T-Systems helps customers in SAP S/4HANA Solutions
Operations with extensive functional SAP application skills
and globally available expertise.
T-Systems SAP Gallery
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SAP® certified in global SAP SuccessFactors solutions operations
With the certification “SAP® Certified in SAP SuccessFactors Solutions
Operations”, T-Systems supports customers in the implementation, use,
and adaptation of an integrated end-to-end human resources management
system.
With the certification, T-Systems ensures future-oriented and modern
human resources management, which can be implemented according to
individual requirements.

Thanks to the globally available expertise of T-Systems,
SAP users all over the world can realize maximum process
reliability and the highest efficiency for their HR
Management System.
T-Systems SAP Gallery
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SAP® certified in global DevOps

At present, knowledge and know-how on the international market vary
greatly, when it comes to implementing the DevOps process methodology.
This fact was a central argument for SAP, to establish this certificate as a
reference for providers to expand their DevOps capacities.
The DevOps certification creates a link between technical provision and
application management. It is not targeting a specific application but is
comprehensive and method-oriented.
With the “SAP® Certified in DevOps” label, T-Systems demonstrates that a
high level has been achieved, about implementing efficient processes for
the integration of design, development, and operations –
i.e., system development and operations.

T-Systems is working according to the DevOps principles
of flow, feedback, and continuous learning, with a focus on
cloud solutions and cloud extensions.
T-Systems SAP Gallery
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SAP outsourcing operations partner guide benchmark (Excerpt)
Application
SAP® Business
Suite solutions
operations

SAP®
S/4HANA
solutions
operations

Platform
SAP®
SuccessFactors
solutions
operations

Hosting
operations

SAP HANA®
operations

DevOps
Cloud and
infrastructure
operations

DevOps

T-Systems (Global)
Atos (Global)

AllforOne (Germany)
Capgemini (Global)
Cognizant Technology
Solutions (Global)
Fujitsu (Germany)
IBM (Global)
NTT DATA (Global)
Tata Consultancy Services
(TCS) (Global)
Wipro (Global)

Accenture (Brasil, Spain)
DXC Technology (Global)
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Don’t worry
We have done this
thousands of times.
Literally. All over
the world.
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Global
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Local - Germany
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Local - Brasil
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Local - India
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Local - Mexico
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Local - USA
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CoE - Partner center of expertise
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Benefit from award winning SAP® services by T-Systems
T-Systems was awarded the SAP Partner Excellence Award for
Service Partner of the Year in the SAP North EMEA Region.
With this, SAP honors SAP partners who have made
out-standing contributions to advancing the digital
transformation of SAP clients.

SAP Partner Excellence Award

• Simplify implementation of innovations with SAP solutions
• Numerous successful customer projects in Ireland,
the Netherlands and Germany
• Clients were successfully transferred to
the Partner Managed Cloud (PMC) model,
with bundled licenses, services and support
• T-Systems' truly end-to-end approach
covers the complete IT stack and the
client’s entire value chain

SERVICE PARTNER
OF THE YEAR
in the SAP North EMEA Region
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SAP Pinnacle Awards 2020: As three times finalist, T-Systems
demonstrates a commitment to teaming with SAP to help the best run SAP
SAP has recognized T-Systems as a finalist for an SAP® Pinnacle
Award in the following categories:
• Global Outsourcing Service Provider of the Year
• Partner Managed Cloud Award
• Global Platinum Reseller of the Year
The annual SAP Pinnacle Awards acknowledge the contributions of
leading SAP partners that have excelled in developing and growing their
partnership with SAP and helping customers meet their goals. Finalists
and winners in 34 categories were chosen based on recommendations
from the SAP field, customer feedback and performance indicators.
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Thank you!

